
THE MAJOR ADVANCES IN THE FILM INDUSTRY DURING THE 1930S

The decade of the s in film involved many significant films. The year , in particular, Advances in color film included
Technicolor and Kodachrome. in , but it was not until , with the establishment of the Production Code.

In the meantime the movie industry, having expanded wildly in the s, was in trouble. Second, films became
more differentiated and tailored to specific market segments; they were now aimed at a younger and more
affluent audience. We changed from the silent film characterized by Charles Chaplin to one in which sounds
accompanied the images projected. Photo reproduced courtesy of the Kodak company. Most audiences much
preferred this to the use of subtitles. It could simply be viewed as an escapist monster movie, but it seemed to
call up a more reflective meaning for many. Electronic and computer techniques became more and more
important, and motion pictures entered the 21st century moving from the analog to the digital realm. Figure 1.
The Warner Brothers studio took up the Western Electric system, using it in with Don Juan in which there was
no talking, but with music synchronized to the action and in with The Jazz Singer which had several dialog
sequences in addition to synchronized music. The campaign was suspended "owing to the unsettled condition
of the world". This type of video camera used in Snow White , the first feature film of the firm, allowed scenes
to be more realistic by achieving depth in animation for the first time in history. Film companies gravitated
there for its climate, cheap land, and lack of labor unions. Inventing a medium A precursor to motion pictures
was the Zoetrope. This included the creation of the Hay's Code , which was the first large scale attempt at
organized censorship of Hollywood films. Hollywood quickly sensed this desire of its audiences and produced
movies to satisfy these demands. The FTP also sponsored theaters for the blind, productions in various
languages, andâ€”perhaps the most memorable productionsâ€”the "Living Newspaper" dramas that
entertained as well as educated audiences about American history. The movie The Matrix, in the technique
called "bullet time", used computers to create seamless action from multiple stills. It was one of the earliest
films displaying 'personality animation' - each of the three pigs had a distinctive personality. European
production companies could better adapt to changes in post-war demand because they were already flexibly
specialized. Color was highly successful in the full-length animated film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in
and in the feature films Becky Sharp in and Gone with the Wind in  Eisenstein and Hans Richter. Warner
Brothers big three of â€”42nd Street, Gold Diggers of , and Foot-light Paradeâ€”saved the studio from
financial disaster. Patent caveat for the "kinetoscope". Look, even Keanu Reeves agrees. Thomas Edison and
George Eastman with celluloid film. In the early s, however, gangster films enjoyed incredible success among
Americans. Cable and satellite TV offered movie channels and pay-for-view movies. Having made his fortune
through hard work, Colbert's wealthy father even appreciates Gable's strength. After a name change, G-men
became known to the public as FBI agents. Interestingly, Mussolini, head of the Italian government, banned
the film in Italy. By the s, most large European companies gave up film production altogether. Demonstration
of the Vitaphone. The large existing American Northeast coast film industry and the newly emerging film
industry in Florida declined as U. Instant access, worldwide distribution and everyone with a cellphone are
now all players in the video-creation game. Before the coin-operated Kinematograph of Edison was present at
fairs and in entertainment venues. In Warner Brothers' Bullets or Ballots , however, Robinson portrayed a
plainclothes cop who acts as a double agent.


